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ABSTRACT
Lester Horton was an American dancer, choreographer and teacher who lived,
created and taught on the West Coast of the United States of America. He stands
alongside Martha Graham, Merge Cunningham and Jose Limon, being the creator of
one of the four modern dance training systems. His syllabus borrows elements from
classical ballet, yoga, and many poses from the visual arts (sculptures and paintings).
The Horton Technique is a very elaborate succession of exercises that create a long,
flexible, lean, expressive dancer’s body. Lester Horton had students who later became
great artists, such as Bella Lewizky, Carmen de Lavallade, James Truitteand, the most
famous of them all, Alvin Ailey. The Horton technique is still being taught today at the
Alvin Ailey School and in many other dance schools around the world. It is still one of
the most relevant tools in the modern dance vocabulary of movement.
KEYWORDS: dance cognition; music and dance; musicality and rhythmicity; dance
syllabus; cognition and recognition.

INTRODUCTION-BIOGRAPHY EXCERPTS
In professional dance education and performance, how you chose to train and
maintain your body is of utmost importance. Training systems are scarce (the classical
one being mostly used); namely, in the modern dance field, four of them are well-put
together, systematised and designed to improve a dancer’s body, abilities,
appearance and skills: The Martha Graham Technique, The Merce Cunningham
Technique, The José Limón Technique and The Lester Horton technique.
Lester Horton was born in 1906 in Indiana, U.S.A. He starts his journey into
dance with classical ballet (which he will soon abandon, because of the harshness and
rigidity of this particular dance form). Very passionate about classical Greek art (visual
arts, esthetics and philosophy), theatre and acting, he later lays the basis of a unique
training system, designed to create the dancers who could embody his choreographic
vision of the world. In order to create the performances he imagined, he had to be a
teacher first: to find, prepare, train and convince the dancers who could help him
materialise his vision of art. His very first performance, The Song of Haiwatha, reflects
his lifelong interest for Amerindian history and culture.
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As a result of Horton’s efforts towards dance teaching, The Lester Horton
Dance Group appeared. Bella Lewitzky, Horton’s muse, was an exotic appearance in
the company. Through her versatile and expressive body, Horton experienced all his
dance technique ideas, hence starting to structure his theoretical principles and
philosophical view of the world.
In 1936 The Lester Horton Dance Group finally has a studio of its own, on the
Beverly Boulevard in Los Angeles. It is notable that, even though Horton lives and
creates in the same era as Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Jose Limon, etc., the
mutual influence is scarce, since Horton is located on the West Coast. His biggest
dream, to be recognised and appreciated professionally on the East Coast, will never
accomplish during his lifetime.
The Horton Dance Group soon develops into a school; the school comprises a
various array of classes, such as: dance, dance composition, choreography, oratory,
art history, culture and civilisation. From his school, a number of relevant dancers
appear: Janet Collins, Carmen De Lavallade, Bella Lewitzky, James Mitchell, Joyce
Trisler, James Truitte, and, the most famous of all, Alvin Ailey to name but a few.
Horton creates a number of significant choreographic pieces, among which
we mention: The Song of Hiawatha (1928), Salome (1934),Mound Builders (1935),
Conquest/Tierra y libertad! (a work based on the history of Mexic), Something to
please everybody (1939), Lysistrata (1936), his own version of the famous Sacre du
printemps (1937), Sixteen to Twenty-Four in California (1940), Choreo’51 (1951),
Medeea (1951), Liberian Suite (1952), The Beloved (1948 – currently in the
repertoir of the Alvin Aley Company). He also creates two musicals: Annie get your
gun and Girl Crazy, and does the choreography for a significant number of movies.
In 1952 Lester Horton starts to refine and codify his dance technique into
writing. His big dream, that of creating a dance manual (with illustrations and names
for each movement) remained unfulfilled until his death. That same year, Horton
holds a series of conferences and demonstrations, trying to make his technique
known and accessible to as many professionals as possible. He comes up with a series
of technical terms, such as Fortifications, Deep Floor Vocabulary, Dimensional Tonus,
Torso Language, Pelvic Actions, Fall variations, Aerial Vocabulary, Hand-Foot-Face
Vocabularies, Turn Motivations.
Horton dies in 1953, having failed to succeed as a dancer and choreographer
on the East Coast. The company keeps working for 7 more years, until one of his
students, Alvin Ailey, starts his own company and attracts the most relevant artists of
the Horton Dance Group. Horton’s work is continued and refined by many dancers
and choreographers, he educates and grows generations of dancers and he is still a
teacher to all of us, through his amazing legacy, an inspiration and a true role model
for many generations to come. The Horton technique is a stepping stone towards
achieving virtuosity, as a dancer, as a teacher and as a choreographer, with its great
resource for training and expressivity.
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THE HORTON SYLLABUS-HORTON AS A TEACHER
The Lester Horton dance technique emphasises the torso, rolling the spine,
movements of the pelvis, swings. Horton liked to play with the strength, endurance
and limitations of the human body. The dancers emerging from this kind of training
system have long limbs and flexible spine, as well as impressive extensions and
powerful dramatic expression. Lester Horton lays emphasis on anatomy knowledge
and breathing techniques, and also on the small transition movements, the ones
almost nobody notices.
The root of the Horton technique is his passion for antique cultures and
dramatic motivation (theatre and acting), doubled by a frantic study of the human
anatomy and breathing techniques. He expects his dancers to understand the root
and the reason of every movement; after all, his technique was developed and
invented over many hours of exploration (guided improvisation) with his dancers.
Looking at them for many hours that turned into years, Horton developed his
technical studies by taking the elements he considered to be both important (for the
development of certain abilities of a dancer) and esthetically pleasant. By putting
together the most relevant elements of improvisation, Horton created the
astoundingly complex syllabus that is today a stepping stone in the professional
training of young dancers, generation after generation.
Lester Horton Syllabus: Cognition and Recognition
The Lester Horton Technique borrows elements from classical ballet, ancient cultures
(the study of sculptures for dramatic expression) and yoga, into a unique mix of
exercises. The vocabulary comprises the terms used to describe sequences and
exercises of the Horton technique, as described in The Dance Technique of Lester
Horton (Perces, M; Forsythe, AM; Bell, C; 1992):
a. Positions of the feet – Horton uses the classical first, second and fourth
position, with some angles alterations (making them more natural to the body). In
some exercises, one foot is turned out and the other is parallel;
b. Positions of the arms: Natural low, Middle parallel, High parallel, 2nd, Demi2nd, Closed Egyptian, Opened Egyptian, Diagonal Egyptian. All of them describe
beautiful and symmetrical lines, shapes and angles of the port de bras: vertical,
horizontal, palms facing each other, palms facing downward, inward, out, etc;
c. Positions and actions of the body:
c.1 – Coccyx balance – adaptation of the Navasana Yoga pose (which is usually
done with straight knees), a balance position that engages the core and thighs;
c.2 – Figure 4 positions (Standing, Squat, Seated, Push-up) – all of them derive
from Figure 4 Yoga pose and aim to open one hip, whereas the other is parallel. It can
be a balance pose (when done standing), or it can engage other body parts as well
(for instance, the Push-up version requires some upper body strength, engaging the
arms);
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c.3 Flat Back (Bend, Forward, Side) – positions that engage and stretch the
spine and the torso, creating different angles of the upper body with the floor;
c.4 High Lateral – a balance position that creates a beautiful, symmetrical line
between the arms, the legs and the floor;
c.5 Hinge – exercise that engages both the pelvis and the knees, and doubles
with a very powerful dramatic expression;
c.6 Lateral – exercise that engages and stretches the torso and the arms, and
at the same time shifts weight from one hip to the other (preparation for other
balance exercises);
c.7 Lunges (Deep Forward Lunge, Side Lunge, Cross Lunge)–engages the legs
through plie, and creates shapes through different arms positions (face, sides, elbows
bent, etc);
c.8 Pelvic Press – engages the torso and the pelvis; has a powerful dramatic
effect through the action of the arms;
c.9 Primitive Squat–an action that implies bending the knees (plie) and
stretching the arms forward (palms facing each other);
c.10 Stag Positions (Standing, Kneeling) – based on the Eka Pada
Rajakapotasana Yoga Pose; develops balance, strength (both in the upper and the
lower body); it also opens the hips;
c.11 Strike Position–a standing position involving the head, torso and parallel
arms; one leg is turned out (the standing leg), and the other is parallel (the gesture
leg, in high back attitude);
c.12 Swings (Horizontal, Release) – movements of the torso from right to left
and circular (right, middle, left, etc);
c.13 Table/ Forward Table – positions that open the hips and knees, while
engaging the upper body as well;
c.14 T Positions (Back T, Front T, Lateral T) – variations of the Virabhadrasana
III yoga pose (Warrior Pose), engaging leg extension, balance, arms positions, head
position, angle with the floor;
c.15 Triangle– variation of the Deer Yoga Pose, engaging and opening the hips
and the legs.
The basic structure of the Horton training system for dancers is divided into
10 major sections:
1. The warm up (which usually consists of Round Over and Round Up, Flat
Backs, Laterals, Primitive Squat Ascent and Descent).
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The Round Over and Round up area series of exercises rolling the spine,
combined with plies. All of them are done in parallel and second position and it
warms up both the spine and torso, but also the knees and the legs.
The Flat Backs is a series of exercises that bend the torso forward (on a 90degree angle in order to stretch the hamstrings and the spine, also to strengthen the
abdominals), and backward (somewhat similar to the classical cambre). It is done with
different arms positions (stretched forward, horizontal, etc). Those movements are
also combined with plies (bending of the knees) and releves (rising on top of the feet).
The Lateral Stretches involve lateral bending and stretching of the torso and
arms (in different positions), combined with plies (bending of the knees), Swings and
Flat Backs. The series of movements engages mainly the arms and the torso, but also
the spine (Flat Back), legs and hamstrings (plie).

Figure 1 – The Lateral Stretches

Primitive Squat Ascent and Descent combination starts with bouncing in
parallel and second position and continues with dynamic bending and stretching of
the knees. The series also engages the arms, stretching them forward (palms facing
each other – Middle Parallel Position). It is a series of plies in parallel and second
position, with modified torso (from the classical version): the torso leans forward.
2. Swings (Release Swings, 5/4 Swings, 12-Count Swings, Figure 8 Swings, Leg
Swings)
The Release Swings is the name of a series of movements engaging the upper
body with dynamic movements, while stretching the lower body (in a wide second
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position) and the back of the calves. The series starts from a Flat Back position and
then the torso releases (front, right, left). It engages the back, torso, hamstring and
arms (a full-body exercise).
Leg Swings is a dynamic series in which the working leg brushes the floor and
swings until the thigh is parallel to the floor (forward and backwards, feet are
parallel). The exercise ends in Stag position (similar to Attitude classical position, but
with the torso leaning forward). The sequence challenges the dancer’s flexibility,
weight shift but also balance.
All swings variations develop the dancer’s flexibility, range of motion, weight
shift from one leg to the other and balance, and, most importantly, develop
musicality and rhythmicity.
3. Studies (Fortification Studies – 1 to 17; Balance studies: Elementary
Balance, Table Balance, T Balance Studies, Coccyx Balance Studies, Figure 4 Study,
Prelude Studies, Percussive Stroke Study, Deep Floor Vocabulary, Dimensional Tonus –
Yawn Stretch, Hinge Studies, Torso Language )
The Fortifications are 17 combinations of the basic steps that build the
dancer’s body from a technical, artistic and musical point of view; they prepare the
body for all the further requirements. Fortifications focus on building stretch,
strength, resilience, range of motion, precision, endurance, postural alignment (one
of the primal focuses of the Horton Technique), balance, isolation of the body parts,
coordination and combine almost all the elements of the Horton Technique.
The Preludes are 6 short phrases built to stimulate musicality among the
dancers, dynamic and rhythmic structures. The preludes prove the intrinsic
connection between music and dance.
Dimensional Tonus – Yawn Stretch is a sequence designed to stretch the body
until a feeling of openness appears.
The Descents and Ascents are basic exercises revealing Horton’s passion for
the use of space, for the connection between the body and the floor.
The Falls are studies about extensions of the floor and the body in space,
meant to increase a dancer’s acuity in space and dynamism of the movement.
The Elementary Balance is a movement sequence combining lifting the knees,
Flat Back Back Bend, Table position. It borrows the classical positions of attitude and
penché. The sequence is designed to challenge the balance, the flexibility and range of
motion of the lower body.
The table balance is a sequence that follows the elementary balance and adds
plie, relevé, developpe and also flat backs, in some variations.
T Balance Studies, perhaps the most well-known sequence of the Horton
Technique, is a lateral bending of the body into the letter T; variations include front
and back bending, side fall and jumps.
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The Coccyx Balance study involves lifting the torso and the legs from the
ground until there is a 90-degrees angle between the thighs and the shins; the arms
are stretched forward. The abdominal muscles and chest are being pushed forward,
while the shoulders and knees are pushed backward. This tension creates the balance.
The study engages the abdominal muscles and the balance of the dancer. In some
variations it challenges the flexibility as well, by stretching the legs in the balance
position.
The Figure 4 study is a standing balance position (inspired by the Figure 4 yoga
pose, and, of course, by the design of number 4) on one leg; the Horton study has
variations and transitions.
The Deep Floor Vocabulary is a study about control and basic floor positions.
Dimensional Tonus of the Yawn Stretch is a fluid composition, meant to
stretch the body physically, until an opening sensation appears.
The Hinge studies reflect Horton’s concern with abdominal, hamstrings and
thigh stretch and strengthening.
The Torso Language is a study that develops the dancer as an artist through
gestures, postures, dramatic expression. It reflects Horton’s belief that the center of
the body is the torso.
4. Descents and Ascents (Pivotal Descent, Pivotal Ascent, Sliding Descent, 4th
Position Descent, Figure 4 Descent, Side Lunge Descent, 12-Count Descent and Ascent,
Hinge Descent and Ascent, Crossed Leg Ascent and Descent) - series of studies that
reflect Horton’s views on space (left, right, up, down). The Studies are some spiraling
combinations that enhance the connection of the feet with the floor, requiring
abdominal and inner thigh strength.
5. Stretches and Strengtheners ( Triangle Position Stretches and
Strengtheners, Percussive Hip, Wide Natural 2nd Stretch, Strike Stretch, Deep Forward
Lunge Stretches) – sequences that both lengthen and strengthen all main muscles a
dancer’s body needs to develop and use every day.
Deep Lunges, for instance, means pressing down the pelvis, bending and
straightening the knees, lengthening the torso. This deep stretch is supported by the
arms, which are also engaged, by pressing into the floor.
6. Falls (Front Fall, Back Fall, Side Fall, Spiral Fall, Lateral Side Twist Fall, Back T
Fall, Lateral T Fall, Shoulder Fall, Front Recovery, Rib Cage Recovery) – studies that
make use of inertia, recovery, relationship with the floor (support), dynamism, control
of all body parts. Horton likes to involve the idea of opposite energies into falling and
recovering, bringing the students closer to understanding gravity.
7. Turns (Table Turn, Stag Turn, Lateral T Turn, Hip Twist Turn, Hip Press Turn
and Hip Pull Turn, Pencil Turn, Hip Turn, Figure 4 Turn, Back T Turn, Lateral-BackLateral Turn, Leg Fan with ½ Turn, Pivotal Turns, Cross Slide Step Turn, Coccyx
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Transition, Barrel Turn) are progressions across the floor that, unlike in ballet, do not
involve spotting. The torso is always engaged and almost never erect.
8. Isolations (Foot Isolations and Strengtheners)
9. Progressions (Side Hip Push, Forward Hip Push, Left-Right Series, Knee
Crawl) are sequences that move the dancers across the floor in creative patterns,
changing levels and directions.
10. Elevations (Jumps and Skips, Single-Foot Arch Springs, Elevation Study no.
1, Leg Slice Series, Runs, Leaps) is where the music and rhythm are remarkable, since
every step is either up beat, or down beat. The elevation is usually on the preparation
of the count itself (the “and”); therefore, the jump has a moment of suspension, of
freezing. The weight of the body is pushed forward in most jumps the body does not
lose height or strength while jumping. Most Horton jumps exude enthusiasm and
pure joy.
Single-Foot Arch Springs are jumps from one foot to the other, using, plie,
designed to strengthen the ankles and shins. The feet are always parallel. The
constitutive elements are: plie, weight shifting from one foot to the other.
Leaps is the name given to a combination of running and jumping across the
floor, always landing in a plie. The variation Run, Run, Leap is very similar to the Grand
Jete Jump from classical ballet (a jump where the legs are in a split position).
HORTON’S RAPORT WITH MUSIC
Lester Horton was extremely passionate about many subjects, other than dance. His
technique and his choreography were beautifully inspired by themes such as:
American Indian traditional culture (stories, dances, songs, rituals, tribal music, etc),
Amerindian artifacts (he will collect an impressive number of drums, pottery,
traditional garments, etc), visual arts (he will design most of his costumes and
scenography). His interest and fascination with antique cultures is reflected in his
abundant use of percussion music, as a continuation of his connection with those
cultures. Therefore, the Horton technique is almost always taught on percussion
music. Musicality and rhythmicity are two important requirements for his dancers,
and also, skills Horton develops and helps achieve through his studies.
It is no wonder that the Horton Syllabus is structured on a soundtrack of
percussion, especially drums. In the conservatories where Horton Technique is being
taught, the movement is preferred to be accompanied live.
Horton preferred music to be created as a live improvisation inspired by the
dancers’ movements (whenever that was possible). But there are still solutions for
those teachers who do not have a musician at hand.
To complete the heritage and abundance, but also the clarity of the Horton
Syllabus (as it was structured by Ana Marie Forsythe, Marjorie Perce and Cheryl Bell)
we are left with a CD containing music for the main movements and exercises of the
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Horton Technique. The CD is called Percussion Dance Technique of Lester Horton and
it is played by musicians Victor Y. See Yuen and William Catanzaro (supervised by
Horton Teacher Ana Marie Forsythe). It is available online, for teachers worldwide,
and it is a quick solution for those Horton teachers who do not have a percussionist at
hand. The CD includes tracks for: Roll Down, Flat Back Series, Plies, Laterals, Release
Swings, Leg Swings, Coccyx Balance, Variation, Footwork, Preludes, Primitive Squat,
Isolations, Parallel Leg Swings, Deep Lunges, Fortifications and Compositions, Egyptian
Walks, Torso Language, Percussive Stroke Study and Preparation, Elementary Balance,
Bounce Bounce Walk Walk, Single Foot Arch Springs and others.
COGNITION THROUGH IMPROVISATION AS A TOOL
All Horton classes included an Improvisation section. The improvisation as a cognition
tool was the basis of the Horton Technique creation. Horton created his entire studies
system by making the dancers improvise movement and then extract what he
thought was most valuable for the development of their abilities.
Improvisation includes movements such as: rolling on the floor, crawling,
walk, gallop, slide, skip, sway, turning, and qualities such as: strong, soft, etc;
elements: fire, water, wind, waves, trees growing, air in a balloon, crystals ; animals
(lion, mouse, monkey etc); objects (a fan, etc); awareness of direction with a group
walking pattern, and others. An important part of improvisation was also the
emotional expression done solely through movement: tenderness, hopeless,
depression, aggression, attack, sadness, playful, etc.
Some exercises were meant to strengthen them as a group and create
relationships with each other and with the space they were working (such as creating
a cluster, moving as close to each other as possible). Other times, they would also
work in duets and be given actions such as standing, running, hiding, sobbing, etc.
Sometimes, the improvisation would combine simple steps (hoping, stepping,
turning) and turn the phrase to a number of points in space, in order to improve
coordination and challenge muscular memory. Other times, the improvisation section
would randomly and creatively combine movements and sequences learned
previously.
The guided improvisation in Horton’s classes explores the whole spectrum of
emotions, a wide range of both positive and negative revealing the entire human
experience through the art of dance. Improvisation exercises would approach
movement, qualities of the movement, but also emotional expression. Some
indications would be about changing the levels (floor, standing, jumping, etc), or
changing the tempo (normal, slow motion, fast, very fast, etc).
For the Horton technique teacher, guided improvisation is a precious tool that
can help in numerous ways: getting to know the students, uncovering their physical
potential and dramatic expression and also facilitating the dancer’s self-knowledge
and self-discovery.
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CONCLUSION-WHY IS HORTON TECHNIQUE STILL RELEVANT?
CONTINUATION
Horton created a dance syllabus, a studies system, complete and complex,
still available and awaiting for all dancers willing to improve their physical and
expressive abilities. Lester Horton’s dream and mission of creating a modern dance
manual was completed by some of his dancers and students: Marjorie Perces, Ana
Marie Forsythe, Cheryl Bell. Those three comprised and systematised the Horton
system into a couple of DVDs (where every single step is explained and
demonstrated), and one exhaustive book (The Dance Technique of Lester Horton,
written by Marjorie Perces, Ana Marie Forsyhte and Cheryl Bell), where every set of
exercises and movements are detailed and explained. This achievement has, first and
foremost, a historical importance for the world of dance and the generations to come.
These documents are of vital importance for dance teachers, as a plan, a basic
framework to ease their work, as a place to start from. It can, however, be altered,
according to the level of the class they are teaching, studio space, and/or physical
limitations of the dancers.
Horton’s major contribution to modern dance history is not only his great,
insightful technique, his intricate, deeply cultural and significant choreographic works,
but also the number of artists he trained and discovered. Among his many students,
one stood out much more than others, and, ironically, surpassed his teacher in fame:
Alvin Ailey. After Horton’s demise, he went and created his own dance company
(along with the best students of the Horton Dance Group). The Alvin Ailey Dance
Company and Alvin Ailey School are among the best known and appreciated in the
dance world. The Ailey Company, much like the Horton Dance Group, is a multi-racial
company that fights against discrimination and racism, continuing Horton’s lifelong
struggles.
Although Horton’s influence on the dance world is still felt in many ways and
many places, his legacy is most visible at The Alvin Ailey Company and Dance School.
There, the Horton Technique is an integrated, fundamental part of the vocabulary.
The Ailey Company still keeps in its repertoire a Horton ballet (The Beloved). The
Horton technique was at the base of some iconic works of Alvin Ailey, such as
Revelations, Cry, Memoria, Night Creature.
The Alvin Ailey Dance School encompasses the Horton Syllabus, and it is an
integrated part of the choreographic views of the Alvin Ailey Dance Company, located
in central New York. The head teacher of the Horton department is currently Ana
Marie Forsythe, who proudly takes on her master’s work and vision. Ironically, Horton
did achieve the East Coast fame long after his demise, through the work of his
student, Alvin Ailey.
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